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0 of 0 review helpful Honestly not sure what I think By kris lim Solid clear writing good for skimming and a really 
cool albeit not particularly unique plot Reminded me of Buffy in a lot of ways What I don t like is the whole casual 
rape aspect at the end it s really glossed over This is beach reading but it s not much more than that Weirdly shallow 
despite there being a lot of room for exploration I m not a heroine I just play one Also psychotics vamps orphans 
hookers housewives and on one memorable occasion a singing rutabaga It was never my ambition to utilize my 
extensive dramatic training by playing a musical vegetable However as my agent is fond of pointing out there are 
more actors in New York than there are people in most other cities Translation Beggars can t be choosers This 
explains how I wound up painting my bo the credible complex relationships among the characters that elevate this far 
above the usual fantasy standard Publishers Weekly on The Destroyer Goddess Buy this book read it cherish it love it I 
know I did Explorat 
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